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Let us consider H ° the minimal class of one variable functions F defined by: 
(i) F contains all polynomials with nonnegative integer coefficients and all 
exponential functions; (ii) if f, g belong to F thenf + g, f • g (the multiplication 
off  and g) and f o g (the composition off and g) also are in F. It is proved in 
Istrail (1978) that the languages Le ~ {aS~n)/n ~ N} with f in H ° are context- 
sensitive. This note shows that these languages have context-sensitive com- 
plements. The result can be extended to the languages in the formL = {a~l (~) "" 
a~(~)/n e N, fi ~ H°}. 1 < i < t. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Istrail (1978) we investigate some recursive properties which appear in 
context-sensitive languages. 
Our approach build a computational model which uses the context-sensitive 
grammars as computing device. 
The obtained class of computed functions is rich enough to Contain all poly- 
nomials with nonnegative integer coefficients and all exponentials functions. 
This class is also subject o some recursive aspects, like closure under super- 
positions, primitive-recursion and iteration. 
Let V be a finite alphabet, V* the free semigroup generated by V, A the unit 
of V* and V + = V*\{)~}. For a 1 ..... a~ in V* we denote by lg(a 1 ..... a~) the 
number p, i.e., the length of a, ..... a~. Particularly, lg(A) = 0. 
The elements of V* are called words and subsets of V* are called languages. 
We suppose the r ader familiar with Chomsky's hierarchy especialy the class 
of context-sensitive languages (CS) (Salomaa (1973)). 
A context-sensitive grammar is a 4-tuple G -- (VN, VT, xo, F), where: 
(i) VN is a finite set of symbols called the nonterminal phabet: 
(ii) g r is also a finite set of symbols called the terminal alphabet; 
(iii) x o is the axiom of G, and it belongs to VN. 
(iv) F is a finite set of pairs of words over V -~ V N L) Vr ,  (P, Q) with the 
properties P ~ V*VNV* and lg(P) ~ lg(Q). For (P, Q) i nFwe write this P -~ Q. 
The language generated by G is given byL(G) = {w/w ~ V* T , x o *~ a w}, where 
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x0 *~a w is a derivation in G (Salomaa, (1973)). A language is context-sensitive 
if it is generated by some context-sensitive grammar. 
Using context-sensitive grammars a computational model can be introduced, 
following Istrail (1978): 
A function f: NT~---~ N is called argumentaUy computable by the context- 
sensitive grammar G = (Iz~, {a}, x0, F) if there exist d 1 .... , dk+l ~ IN , 
Xx .... , x~ eJ[~v +, a partitionFarg, Feomp o fF  and a finite subset M of N l~, so that 
the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(A) For every (n t ,..., n~) ~ N ~ we have: 
Xo *~ dlx~ 1"'" d~x~ dk+l. 
Farg 
(B) For every (n 1 ..... nk) E N ~ if 
dlx~ 1 "'" d~x~ k d1~+1 *~ w e (a} + 
Feomp 
then (n 1 ..... n~) e NI¢\M and w - :  a1(~ ..... ~). 
We denote by FAC the class of such functions and by FAC 1 the one variable 
restriction of FAC. 
We recall now some properties of the class FAC which are used in the paper. 
I f  ~s  denotes the class of partial functions f: N --~ N, undefined in a finite 
subset Mj  of N with the property that L I ~ {aS(~)/n ~NIMj} belongs to CS, 
then we have FAC1 o ~s  C Y~s (Istrail, 1978, Theorem 4), where "o" stands 
for the composition of functions. 
I f  f l  , . . . , f~eFAC and w 1 .... , w, are words, then the language (w~(sl),..., 
w{*(~*)/si ~N ~, 1 ~ i ~ t} belongs to CS (Istrail, 1978, Theorem 6). 
The class FAC is closed under superposition, primitive-recursion a d iteration 
(Istrail, 1978, Theorems 5, 7, 8). 
I f  we denote by POL the class of polynomials having nonnegative integers 
coefficients and by EXP the class of exponential functions it follows by Theorems 
2, 3, 6 of Istrail (1978) that POL u EXP is a subset of FAC. 
In this paper we continue the study of FAC-languages, giving a partial 
solution to the complementation problem. This is of interest because the problem 
of complementation for the class CS is still open. 
For a languageL C V*, the complement of L with respect to V* is the language 
V*IL. We consider only complementation with respect o the minimal alphabet 
of the language. (I.e., the complement of a language L is V*\L where V 
(a/a occurs in some words of L}). 
We shall show that beginning with a subclass of FAC z (containing non- 
decreasing functions) subject to a inequality condition, say FAC(1), if we 
consider its composition closure, FAC(1) °, all FAC(1)°-languages have com- 
plements in CS. 
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The result can be extended to bounded languages constructed with functions 
from FAC(1) °. Particularly, POL 1 and EXP 1 (one variable restrictions of the 
corresponding classes of functions) are included in FAC(1). So the above 
mentioned result makes only difficult the construction of a context-sensitive 
language which to provide with a non-context-sensitive complement. 
We conclude this section with the remark that in the next section we ambi- 
gously denote for a class F of functions, the class of corresponding F-languages; 
(i.e., {a1(n)/n ~ N}, f c F) again by F. 
2. RESULTS 
Let POL 1 be the class of one variable polynomials having nonnegative integer 
coefficients and EXP 1 the class of one variable exponential functions, i.e., in 
the form f(n) = k n, k ~ 2 an integer. 
LEMMA. Let H be the minimal class of functions fulfiling: 
(i) POL 1 U EXP 1 CH 
(ii) f, g ~ H implies f + g and f " g belongs to H. 
Le., H is the smallest class of functions containing the functions from POL 1 U 
EXP1 and closed under addition and multiplication. 
Then for every f ~ H there exists t ~ N\{0} so that 
t/t ~ f(n)/f(n 4- 1) ~ 1, for every n > 1. (1) 
Proof. For every k > 0 we have 
n k 1 
(n+l )  k >~2 ~'  n>~l. 
For the members of EXP1 the property is obvious because if f c  EXP 1 and 
f(n) = k ~ then k'/k n+a = 1/k, n ~ 1. 
Now suppose that two funetionsfi-, i = 1, 2 fulfil the conditions: 
1/t~ ~f~(n)/fi(n + 1) ~ 1 for every n ) 1, i --  1, 2. 
Then we have 
fl(n) + A(n) 
f~(n + 1) +f2(n  + l) 
(1/tl)fl(n -t- 1) + (1/t.z)fz(n + 1) 
A(n + 1) +f2(n  + 1) 
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Also it is easy to see that 
(f~(n)f~(n))/(f~(n + 1)f~(n + 1)) ~ 1/t~t~ 
Now it is manifest hat f l  + f~, ft  "f~ e H. Q.E.D. 
Let us consider FAC (1) the subclass of FAC 1 containing those functions 
which fulfil a type (1) property. 
THEOREM 1. The complements of FAC (1)-languages are context-sensitive. 
Proof. Let L o = (a~('~l/n ~ N} be a language with feFAC(1) .  Because of 
the property of FAC (Istrail, 1978, Theorem 6) it follows that the language 
L = {af(~)+lbS(~+l)/n E N}  belongs to CS and this implies that 
is also a member of CS. 
Indeed, let a be a substitution given by a(b) -= {b, c}, a(a) = a, and h a 
homomorphism defined by h(a) =- a, h(b) =- b, h(c) = h. It is easy to see that 
L'  -= h(cr(L) n {a'~b~c  I n >/0,  m >/1}) 
Because h is a linear erasing it follows that L' ~ CS  (Salomaa, 1973). 
Let us consider now a context-sensitive grammar G = (IN, {a, b}, x0, F) 
generating L'. We intend to obtain from G' a new grammar in the following way: 
Let T be the set of rules: 
z o --~ SoxoD ,
Soa -+ aSo, 
SobD --> SSD,  
Sob ~ S~b, 
Slb --~ bS 1 , 
Slb ~ ~S~ , 
S~b ~ ~S~, 
SabD --> SSD,  
StbD -+ SSD,  
where Zo, S, $1, S~, So, D,/)  are new symbols. 
Putting together the rules T and F we obtain the following effect: in the new 
grammar 
a~ = (~N u {Xo, & ,  & ,  &}, {a, b, 6, S, D}, z0, F u T) 
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we derive from a word in the form Soa~bkD, where a*~b l~ ~ L' to a word a~b~e~ 
SSD, withk =k l+kz+l ,h  1 ,k  2 />0. 
More precisely, we have: 
L(Ga) = {af(n)+aunSSD/un ff (b}*{/~}*, lg (un)  ff (0 ,  1 .... , f (n  + 1) - -  f(n) - -  2}}. 
Now if we consider a homomorphism h defined by h(S) = h(D) --h(b) = A 
and h(a) ~ h(b) -~ a, then we have h(L(G2) ~ a*lL o . 
In order to prove the context-sensitivity of a*\L o it is sufficient o show that h 
is a linear erasing (Salomaa (1973)). 
Let w be a word from L(Gz), w == aS(~)+lu,. 
Then lg(h(w)) = f(n) + l + d, with 0 <~ d <~ f(n -? 1) --  f(n) -- 2. 
Recall that forf~FAC(1) we have the property that for some t in N: 1/t <~ 
f(n)/f(n + 1) ~< 1, n ~> 1. 
We have lg(w) <~ f(n + 1) <~ t "fin) <~ t(f(n) + 1 -~ d) = tlg(h(w)). 
Hence by "work-space" theorem (Salomaa, 1973) it follows that h is a linear 
erasing, and so a*!L 0 is a context sensitive-language. Q.E.D. 
The following results show that if we consider compositions of functions from 
FAC(1), the corresponding languages have also context-sensitive complements. 
TItEOREM 2. Let us consider the languages: Lt~ --{ah(~)/n ~N} where h a 
{gof, g, gof}.  
lf: 
(i) Lhisin CS, h~(gof ,  g, gof}; 
(ii) (LI, L r) and (L~, Lg) are two partitions of{a}* then the complement of 
Lgo I is a context-sensitive language. 
Pro@ We have a*\(ag°1(n)/n ~ N} -= {ag(~l/n ~N} kJ 
((a~(~)/n c N}\{a~°r~ln ~ N})  = (d ' ln  ~ N} u {a'°r(~)/n ~ N}. 
Hence a*\L~o~=-L~UL~o T. Q.E.D. 
Let us denote by FAC(I) ° the closure of FAC(1) under composition; also 
for a class T of languages let COT be the class of complements of languages 
from T. 
THEOREM 3. 
COH o C COFAC(1) ° C CS, 
where H ° stands for the closure of H under compositions. 
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Proof. Le t feFAC(1)  °. Then there exist n >~ 1 and f l  , fz  ..... f~eFAC(1)  
so that f  =f l  ° fe° ' ' ' ° f . .  
For n = 1, Lq has a CS complement by Theorem 1, denoted byLT~. Suppose 
that the statement is true for s, i.e., Lst .... has a CS complement denoted by 
Lf~ .... • (fl .... denotes fl °f2 ° "'" °f~). Also fx .... belongs to FAC. 
Let bef~+l ~FAC(1). We have 
1 °. Lf~...j~+~ in CS by the definition of FAC(1); 
2 °. LT~ .... in CS by the inductive hypothesis. 
3 °. Lb... oL+ ~ in CS by the fact that L}~+~ is in CS (Theorem 1) and by 
Theorem 4 of Istrail (1978) (Its results are presented in Introduction). 
Hence the result of Theorem 2 implies that Lh...(~+~ ) has a CS complement, 
where fl..-(~+1) = fa o f~ o ... o f~+l. 
This completes the proof of the fact COFAC(1) ° C CS. The other inclusion, 
results from the fact that H C FAC(1). Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE. The following CS languages have CS complements: 
{a 2" /n ~ N}, {a a +~ /n ~ N}. 
In the sequel we are interested in bounded languages, i.e., languages in the form: 
L = {aa yl~) "" aY#(~)/n e N}. Let us denote by Li the language (aJ~")/n ~ N} 
and by Li e ~- {af~(")/n ~ N} the complement of L i ,  1 ~< i ~< t. 
THEOREM 4. I f  for each i, 1 ~ i ~ t, L~ and Ld belong to CS then L : 
{@~ "" a{~Inl/n E N} has a CS complement. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the complement of L, say L ~ can be written in 
the form: 
L~ ((a~,..., * * * . . .a* )U  **"  = (a~a~ .- aT\L) .  at} \al a~ 
Let us denote for X = x 1 ..... xt by L x the language L~L% ""L~t,  where 
x~ ~ {L., f~), 1 ~< i ~< t. 
We have 
a?  ... a~\L  - u (Lx  I x ~ (A  , L}~\(A}*}- 
Therefore, the language L ~ is indeed in CS. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. For every f l  .... , f ,  in FAC(1) °, and w 1 .... , wt words over some 
some alphabet V, the language L = {w{l(~) ... w{,~)/n ~ N} has a CS complement. 
The result of the above corollary can be extended to the case L ~ (w~l(~O "" 
w{*(~O/nl ..... nt ~ N}, where some of n, can be equal. 
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